"One of the 21st century's most important environmental health issues" & "The most prevalent irreversible occupational hazard" (1)


Population growth, urban sprawl, busier highways and airports, noisy electronic devices that we keep inventing (think car alarm, leaf blower)—they all add up to possible hearing loss, which unfortunately, once lost, is gone forever. And other adverse health effects of noise are showing up in research: changes in brain chemistry, sleep deprivation, elevated blood pressure and heart disease (which makes hypertension screening a good component of a noise reduction program). We talk now in terms of "secondhand noise" (2). Like the cigarette smoke that generated the concept, it's created without your consent and affects you in ways you can't control. It can come from social annoyances like cell phones or high-noise producers like airplanes taking off over your home.

Researchers have identified the industries with a high number of workers exposed to loud sounds. Most of them are not surprising: mining; transportation (especially repair and maintenance); agriculture/forestry/fishing; construction; and manufacturing (3). Office workers are not immune, however. Studies show that low-intensity, chronic noise in open-style offices increases stress and decreases motivation.

With nearly one of every 6 US workers exposed to workplace noise loud enough that they have to raise their voice to be heard, what's to be done? While not the solution, regulations do exist. OSHA's Noise Standard requires employers to supply hearing protection for employees in high-decibel environments (4). But when exposed workers (one in 3 in one study) report they don't use protection devices (3), additional creative interventions are clearly needed, like targeted information campaigns and more comfortable devices that permit communication.

Engineering controls that remove or block the hazard altogether are most effective. Quiet zones around hospitals do improve healing, and urban planners now work with "soundscaping" around office buildings (5). Administrative decisions can also create distance from noise, as in meeting rooms that are separate from the main work area.

And perhaps education can focus not only on the potential for hearing loss but on the benefits of silence. Studies show it does in fact improve concentration, classroom learning, and even empathy (so say professionals involved with conflict resolution) (5). Rather than preventing noise, we may want to think in terms of nourishing the silence, to enhance our work and personal lives.
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